JOB POSTING

JOB TITLE: THEA13 – Scene Shop Assistant

DEPARTMENT NAME: Theatre

CONTACT NAME: Charles Procure

JOB DESCRIPTION:
Assist with the construction of scenery for theatre productions. Assist with the maintenance of the scene shop which includes basic tool maintenance, cleaning and scenery stock management.

QUALIFICATIONS:
- Theatre production experience required.
- Familiarity with hand tools and power tools commonly used in the construction industries.
- Basic carpentry and fabrication skills.

JOB LOCATION ON-CAMPUS: Phoenix Building

WORK STUDY WAGE: $15.50/hour (including 4% vacation pay)

DEPARTMENT TOP UP:

HOURS AVAILABLE: 170

HOW TO APPLY:
Resume to:
Charles Procure
Theatre Department
Email: cprocure@uvic.ca

APPLICANTS MUST BE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE WORK STUDY PROGRAM
For details go to: http://www.uvic.ca/registrar/safa/work-study/index.php